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Call or text with any information

ADOPT CAT
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

We Double (Cat) Dare you to fall in love with the 80s Kid 

Show kittens! Sesame (female), Fraggle (male), Gadget 

(male), and their sister from another mother, Muppet, are 

3-month-old Domestic Shorthair kittens weighing in at 3-4 

lbs. They each have unique personalities and best buddies:

\n\nGADGET (male) is the yin to Fraggles yang. He is the 

first to figure things out and the first to explore. What cat 

couldnt be confident with that gorgeous white coat and 

black tail? Gadget, while independent, will find his human 

and his brother for cuddles after hes finished with his 

latest adventure. All of these Cool Cats have great kitten 

energy, and they like playing hide-and-seek in their 

tunnels and chasing their flirt poles. While the kittens all 

have DiffRent Strokes for personalities, they are all litter 

box trained and very social with other cats and humans of 

all ages. So, if youd like to add playful, friendly, and 

adorable kittens to your Family Ties, apply to adopt these 

80s Kid Show kittens! \n\nEach kitten is $75.00.\n\nKittens 

are only adopted in pairs or to homes with other pets. They 

are very social by nature and need to be with other pets 

for their socialization.\n\nThe adoption fee for a single 

kitten is $75.00, a pair of kittens is $110.00.\nTo adopt this 

pet, please visit https://www.louieslegacy.org/adopt.\n\nAll 

of our cats come spayed or neutered, up to date on 

vaccines, dewormed, combo tested, microchipped, up to 

date on flea and tick preventative, and treated for any 

ailments found upon veterinary examination. The adoption 

fee covers a portion of these services, and makes it 

possible for us to continue rescuing animals. \n\nFor more 

information on the adoption fees and the adoption process, 

please complete our adoption application here: https://

www.louieslegacy.org/adopt - an application allows us to 

get to know your family better so we can assess whether 

the animal you are interested in is a good match for your 

home. An application does not obligate you to adopt. 

Please understand that due to the volume of applications 

some animals receive, we are unable to contact all 

applicants. If your application is considered a good fit for 

the pet you are interested in, or even a different pet, a 

volunteer will give you a call as soon as possible.\n\nWe 

are a foster based rescue and do not have a shelter 

location where animals can be seen during the week. 

Please see our Facebook page at https://

www.facebook.com/LouiesLegacy for our weekly adoption 

album if you are interested in meeting an animal in person. 

Not all animals attend every adoption event, please check 

our Facebook page for animal event times and locations 

before you make a trip to meet a specific animal.
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